INTRODUCTION
============

Thermal sources find extensive use in chemical analysis, gas sensing, thermal imaging, and thermophotovoltaics ([@R1]--[@R3]). They primarily emit in the mid-infrared (IR) spectral range, where many gases, liquids, and solids display unique, vibrational absorption features. The dependence of thermal emission on the temperature of an object is by now well established ([@R4]). However, on-demand control over the thermal emission properties in terms of the spectral content, directionality, and polarization has only been achieved more recently.

The demonstrated ability to use micromachined structures to tailor thermal emission properties ([@R5]) has prompted considerable efforts to more accurately control this emission with carefully engineered nanostructures ([@R6]--[@R8]). Thermal radiation with a high degree of temporal and spatial coherence was also implemented recently using grating couplers ([@R6], [@R7]) and coupled resonant cavities ([@R8]). This has dispelled many of the conventional beliefs about the nature of thermal emission. Researchers also designed layered materials to effectively reflect light in the visible spectrum and absorb/emit in the mid-IR, leading to new commercial applications in radiative cooling ([@R9]) or the development of more efficient incandescent light bulbs ([@R10]). Kirchhoff's law, which states that the emissivity is equal to absorptivity for an object in thermodynamic equilibrium, has played a key role in the design of many of these devices ([@R11]). With this law, we can leverage recent developments in the design of various nanostructured optical absorber materials ([@R12]--[@R14]) to expedite the realization of efficient thermal emitters that display desired emission properties. Within the limitations imposed by Planck's radiation law, the maximum emission could be achieved by implementing perfect absorbers in photonic crystal cavities ([@R15], [@R16]) and metasurfaces ([@R17], [@R18]) through careful impedance matching.

As a next logical step, there is growing interest in devices that afford postfabrication tuning and dynamic tuning of thermal emission ([@R19]--[@R25]). A packaged metasurface thermal emitter was combined with a membrane heater to produce a CO~2~ sensor ([@R19]), but the large thermal mass limited the operating speed to around 10 Hz. Microelectromechanical systems--based tuning of the distance between a top antenna and a bottom mirror showed much faster (up to 30 kHz) modulation, with a modulation depth of 56% at 6.2 μm ([@R17], [@R20]). The first electrical modulation of thermal emission in far-IR was demonstrated by Vassant and colleagues ([@R21]) by tuning the epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) mode in a single AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well. This work is based on the coupling between an intersubband transition and a surface phonon-polariton resonance, and thus, the ENZ effect is limited to a narrow wavelength range ([@R22]). Graphene nanoresonators on top of a gold mirror with a quarter-wave spacer of 1-μm SiN~*x*~ showed emissivity changes Δε of 0.04 under application of a 60-V electrical bias at 250°C ([@R23]). Noda and colleagues reported ultrafast dynamic thermal emission control by modulating the intersubband absorption in n-type quantum wells embedded in a photonic crystal cavity, resulting in 600-kHz speed with 10-V electrical bias ([@R24], [@R25]). Thermal emission ranging from 3.5 to 8.0 μm from thin epitaxially grown In(Ga)Sb layers in InAs(Sb) matrices was demonstrated by optically pumping this material with 980-nm pulse laser ([@R26]).

Here, we present dynamic control over the thermal emission from a plasmonic metasurface. The metasurface is constructed from a dense array of plasmonic cavities, which feature high-performance, epitaxially grown InAs active and reflector layers. We show that charge accumulation and depletion upon electrical gating with 40 V result in emissivity changes around 3.6%P at a wavelength of 7.3 μm. Various advantages of plasmonic metasurfaces such as high-speed operation, polarization selectivity ([@R27]), ability to achieve individual control of unit pixels ([@R28]), phase tunability ([@R28], [@R29]), and ENZ strong coupling ([@R30]) become possible in the proposed configuration to facilitate more versatile tunable thermal emitters.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

According to Kirchhoff's law, the emissivity *E*(λ) is equal to the absorptivity *A*(λ) ([@R11]). The creation of a metasurface with a high, tunable emissivity at a specified target wavelength thus boils down to the engineering of a metasurface with a strong, tunable absorption resonance at that wavelength. [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a cross section of the proposed device configuration that achieves this. It is inspired by previous work on near-unity light absorbers composed of a dense array of metallic patches or strips above a metallic back reflector. The strips define plasmonic cavities that afford extreme light concentration and absorption through the excitation of gap plasmons ([@R13], [@R27], [@R31]). The strips are also used to electrically gate and tune the cavity resonances. The metallic reflector is created by doping a crystalline InAs substrate with Si atoms to produce a mobile electron concentration *n* of 10^20^ cm^−3^. This results in a negative-valued real part of the permittivity in the mid-IR range, allowing its operation as a metallic mirror. An InAs layer with a lower doping level (*n* = 10^19^ cm^−3^) is epitaxially grown on top of this substrate and serves as the active tuning layer in our device. The InAs layers feature high carrier mobilities of 5 × 10^2^ cm^2^/V∙s for 10^20^ cm^−3^ and 1 × 10^3^ cm^2^/V∙s for 10^19^ cm^−3^ and were grown via surfactant-mediated epitaxy using bismuth. Previous studies on semiconducting oxide--based metasurfaces revealed the effectiveness of using semiconducting active layers to tune the resonant response of plasmonic cavities ([@R28], [@R32]), especially near the ENZ wavelength, where the magnitude of permittivity is near-zero valued ([@R27], [@R30]). The carrier concentration in this work is chosen such that the ENZ point of the active layer occurs at a target wavelength around 7.0 μm, where the doped InAs substrate behaves as an excellent mirror ([@R33]). The third layer made from Al~2~O~3~ plays a dual role as an optical spacer and an electric insulator that prevents charge leakage from the InAs layer to the top electrodes. The change in the surface charge density between the gate oxide layer and the low-doped InAs layer will give rise to changes in their resonance condition. Last, we pattern the binary Al grating on top of this stack to finish the devices. Together with the material in the gap, the width of each strip determines the propagation phase of the oscillating gap plasmons in traversing the cavity ([@R27], [@R31]), and thus also the resonance wavelength. Near-unity absorption in this metasurface can be achieved by spacing the cavities at a well-chosen period. At this period, the light flowing through the cavities and the directly reflected light from the reflective surface interfere destructively, and no light can escape the metasurface.

![Configuration of an electrically tunable III-V--based metasurface for dynamic thermal emission control.\
(**A**) Device schematic of active metasurface. A high-doped (n^++^) InAs layer is epitaxially grown on top of a GaAs substrate and is used as a metallic mirror with a negative real dielectric constant at the operating wavelength. A low-doped (n^+^) InAs layer functions as an active layer whose carrier density and concomitant optical properties can be controlled with an external electrical bias. A thin Al~2~O~3~ layer serves as both a gate oxide and an optical spacer to a metasurface/grating made from Al strips. These strips form a series of nanocavities for gap plasmons that can be excited between the strips and a high-doped (n^++^) InAs mirror. The insets show enlarged schematics for no bias, accumulation, and depletion cases. (**B**) Cross-sectional SEM taken from one of the strip cavities. The thicknesses of the Al strips, the Al~2~O~3~ gate oxide, the n^+^ InAs active layer, and the n^++^ InAs bottom mirror are 50, 30, 50, and 500 nm, respectively. The strip width and period of the metasurface are 700 nm and 1.2 μm, respectively.](aat3163-F1){#F1}

[Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a fabricated device. The thickness of the top Al strips, the gate oxide, and the low-doped InAs active layer are designed and measured as 50, 30, and 50 nm, respectively. The width of this Al strip is 700 nm, and the strips in this sample are spaced at a period of 1.2 μm. We also made gratings with different widths and periods. The detailed fabrication process is provided in Materials and Methods.

In the first optical measurement, we aim to demonstrate that near-unity absorption can be achieved with our metasurface design. Given the presence of a reflective substrate, the absorptivity can be determined through measurement of the reflectivity *R*(λ). We then also show a one-to-one correspondence between the features in the emissivity and absorption spectra. This facilitates an assignment of the various emission peaks to specific optical resonances through relatively simple simulations of the absorption spectrum. Last, we experimentally demonstrate dynamic emissivity control by electrical biasing.

We use a Fourier transform IR (FT-IR) microscope to obtain the reflectivity and thermal emissivity spectra ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The black and red curves in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} correspond to the reflectivity and emissivity, respectively, from a sample with 750-nm-wide strips spaced at a period of 1150 nm. We obtain both spectra by placing the sample on a hot plate at 200°C. The emissivity and reflectivity spectra show a number of complementary peaks and valleys at wavelengths around 5.4 and 7.9 μm. The absorptivity obtained by taking the complement of the reflectivity (*A* = 1 − *R*) is also compared to the emissivity in the Supplementary Materials (fig. S1), which confirms the reciprocal relationship ([@R11], [@R17]).

![Reciprocal relationship between the absorptivity and the emissivity.\
(**A**) FT-IR microscope with reflectivity and emissivity measurement modes. (**B**) Measured reflectivity (black curve) and emissivity at 200°C (red curve) spectra taken for a metasurface with 750-nm-wide strips spaced at a period of 1150 nm. The simulated reflectivity (blue curve) spectrum at normal incidence is shown. There are two reflection dips: a short wavelength dip around the wavelength of 5.4 μm and a long wavelength dip composed of two separate features centered around 7.2 and 8.0 μm. The reflectivity (black curve) dips and emissivity peaks coincide well with each other. (**C**) Real part of the dielectric constant (relative electric permittivity) of the low-doped (n^+^; blue curve) InAs and high-doped (n^++^; green curve) InAs layers and the infinite-frequency dielectric constant (ε~inf~; red curve). (**D** and **E**) Electric field intensity distribution for normally incident illumination at wavelengths (λ) of 5.38 μm in (D) and 8.0 μm in (E).](aat3163-F2){#F2}

To understand the origin of these spectral features, we analyze the device using electromagnetic simulations. [Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the relative permittivity of the low-doped (n^+^) and high-doped (n^++^) InAs layers. The optical properties for each doping level are well described by the Drude model for the permittivity $\varepsilon = \varepsilon_{\text{inf}} - \omega_{P}^{2}/(\omega^{2} + \mathit{i}\Gamma\omega)$, where ε~inf~ is the infinite-frequency permittivity, ω~P~ is the plasma frequency, ω is the angular frequency, and Γ is the carrier collision frequency. The plasma frequency is directly related to the mobile carrier concentration *n* by $\omega_{P} = {\lbrack(\mathit{n}\mathit{e}^{2})/(\varepsilon_{0}\mathit{m}_{\mathit{e}}^{*})\rbrack}^{1/2}$, where *e* is the electron charge, ε~0~ is the free-space electric permittivity, and $\mathit{m}_{\mathit{e}}^{*}$ is the effective mass of the carriers. The permittivity of the high-doped (n^++^) InAs layer (green curve) is positive for wavelengths below 4.8 μm, whereas it is negative above that wavelength. The ENZ wavelength for the low-doped (n^+^) InAs layer (blue curve) is at 7.3 μm. The imaginary part of the dielectric constants is also provided in the Supplementary Materials (fig. S2).

The reflectivity spectrum simulated with the optical properties provided above (blue curve in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) agrees well with the reflectivity measurement and shows two broad reflectivity dips. One dip occurs at a wavelength of 5.4 μm. From an analysis of the field distribution at this illumination wavelength ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we link this feature to the impedance matching between the incident region (air) and the bottom n^++^ InAs layer. The dielectric constant of the n^++^ InAs layer is around unity around this wavelength. Other configurations composed of the Al gratings, the Al~2~O~3~ layer, and the n^+^ InAs active layer are as thin as ^1^/~40~ of the free-space wavelength. Consequently, the incident light passes those intermediate layers and gets absorbed in the impedance matched lossy region (bottom n^++^ InAs layer). This kind of reflectivity dip around a wavelength, where the real part of the permittivity is matched to the incident region, was also found and reported in ([@R33]). As the absorption occurs primarily in the n^++^ InAs layer (green curve in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), this is not tunable with external electrical bias, and the reflectivity dip at 5.4 μm is unaffected by the gating action.

Optical simulations indicate that the longer wavelength dip is composed of two closely spaced resonances located at the wavelengths of 7.2 and 8.0 μm and originating from gap plasmon modes with slightly different mode indices on either side of the ENZ wavelength. The electric field intensity distribution at the wavelength of 8.0 μm is depicted in [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The field is largely confined between the Al grating and the n^++^ InAs substrate. At this wavelength, the high-doped (n^++^) InAs layer features a larger, negative dielectric constant of ε = −20.3 (green curve in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), allowing it to effectively push the fields into the gap. The gap plasmons can propagate in the waveguide formed by the top Al strip and the bottom mirror (leading to the propagation phase) and are reflected at the end facets of the Al strip (resulting in the reflection phase). When the total phase accumulation of the propagation and reflection phases becomes an integer multiple of 2π, resonance occurs ([@R30]). At such a resonance in the strip cavity, the absorption reaches a maximum and the measured reflectivity is minimized ([@R13]).

As a next step, we demonstrate dynamic thermal emission control by applying an electrical bias to the InAs-based metasurface. To prevent the formation of As~2~O~3~, which can occur above 300°C, we set the hot plate at a safe temperature of 200°C. The relatively low temperature used here decreases the overall radiation intensity from the metasurface ([@R4]). To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio in the measurement, we fabricated metasurfaces with relatively large surface areas (600 μm × 600 μm) (fig. S3). The electrical bias is applied through probe tips that contact the Al grating--based metasurface (fig. S3).

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured emissivity (panel A) and reflectivity (panel B) spectra, as well as the simulated reflectivity spectrum (panel C). The red, green, and blue curves in each panel correspond to the cases of zero bias, negative bias for depletion, and positive bias for accumulation, respectively. The spectrum is shown from 6.6 to 7.8 μm, as only the features in the spectral range are affected by the external bias. The spectral position of the emissivity peak or reflectivity dip is determined by the Fabry-Pérot resonance condition for the gap plasmons, whose mode index is electrically tuned. Electron accumulation in the low-doped (n^+^) active InAs layer via a positive gate bias (blue curves in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, A to C) results in a blue shift of the resonance. This is because the increased plasma frequency leads to a decrease in the permittivity of the active layer, which, in turn, results in a decrease in the mode index of the gap plasmon ([@R29]). The depletion via a negative bias (green curves in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, A to C) results in a red shift of the resonance. This originates from the fact that the permittivity of the active layer increases up to the magnitude of the infinity-frequency permittivity (ε~inf~), giving rise to the higher mode index. The dielectric constant under applied bias and the resultant mode index change are provided in fig. S2, from which the aforementioned functional behavior can be inferred. The general working principle on the gate bias and the spectral shift of the resonance are similar to our previous report on a transparent conducting oxide (TCO)--based active tuning of a metasurface; more details can be found in ([@R27]).

![Dynamic control of thermal emission and reflection from the InAs-based metasurface.\
(**A**) Emissivity spectrum for no bias (red curve), depletion (green curve), and accumulation (blue curve). For the depletion, a positive bias of +10 V was applied, and for the accumulation, a negative bias of −7 V was applied, for the sake of avoiding dielectric breakdown. The inset shows the SEM of the sample. Scale bar, 1 μm. The grating width and period are 590 nm and 1.4 μm, respectively. The sample area is 600 μm × 600 μm. The hot plate temperature is set to 200°C. (**B** and **C**) Reflectivity spectrum from experiment (B) and simulation (C) for no bias, depletion, and accumulation. The color notations are the same as in (A). The grating width and period are 545 and 1285 nm, respectively. A positive bias of +15 V and a negative bias of −15 V were used, respectively.](aat3163-F3){#F3}

Because of the blue and red shifts of the emissivity peaks, we can tailor the emissivity at a fixed wavelength. [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows that at a wavelength of 7.3 μm, the absolute difference in the emissivity between the depletion (green) and accumulation (blue) conditions is 3.6%P (Δ*E* = *E*~dep~ − *E*~acc~), where *E*~dep~ and *E*~acc~ denote the emissivity of the depletion and the accumulation, respectively. The relative emissivity change (Δ*E*/*E*~acc~) is 6.5%. For the sake of comparison with previous results, we provide the measurement data in terms of various scales, including the emissivity (%), the emission intensity, the relative emissivity with *E*~acc~ being a criterion, and the relative emission intensity with *E*~acc~ being a criterion in the Supplementary Materials (fig. S4).

The magnitude of the emissivity change in the proposed configuration is limited by two factors, which are expected to be resolvable: one is stability of the electrical contact between the pad and probe tip, and the other is the long electromagnetic field tail into the high-doped bottom InAs layer. At room temperature, the dielectric strength of the Al~2~O~3~ layer was measured to be 7.3 million volts (MV) cm^−1^, corresponding to a breakdown voltage of 20 V for the 30-nm layer used here. However, when the sample is placed on top of the 200°C hot plate, the likelihood that probe tips penetrate through the Al pads and gate oxides was found to be increased. As such, the dynamic emission control experiment was conducted with a maximum positive bias up to +10 V and a maximum negative bias down to −7 V. The dynamic reflection control experiment without the hot plate (fig. S5) showed that the modulation can be substantially enhanced when a higher bias (20 V) was applied. Therefore, it is expected that the change of the emissivity could be substantially increased with judiciously designed electrical contacts that might not suffer from these penetration issues. The second issue (deep penetration of electromagnetic field into the bottom InAs layer) originates from the fact that the absolute value of the real part of the negative dielectric constant of the high-doped bottom InAs layer (−14.46; [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) is much smaller than that of Al (−4407; see Materials and Methods). Hence, the electromagnetic field of the gap plasmon ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) is not fully confined within the gate oxide and the low-doped active InAs layer. Instead, it holds a long tail (a 1/*e* decay length of 173 nm with a mode index of 5.6 + 1.8*i* at a wavelength of 7.2 μm) into the bottom InAs layer, which suffers from high dissipation loss. This limitation can be circumvented by using transfer and wafer bonding so that the active InAs layer is located on top of metal such as Al.

The thermal radiation generated from the metasurface in the presented linear grating configuration is polarized, with the electric field perpendicular to the grating. This is because the working principle of the devised configuration is through the excitation of gap plasmons between the top Al strips and the bottom high-doped InAs layer. The excitation of these plasmons is symmetry forbidden in the case where the light is polarized along the metallic strips. [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the emissivity spectrum measured through a polarizer with various orientation angles. The red curve corresponds to the electric field parallel to the grating (along the *y* axis), whereas the black curve shows the case where the electric field is perpendicular to the grating (along the *x* axis) (see inset to [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The green and blue curves show the spectra for intermediate angles of 30° and 60° with regard to the Al gratings. The measured thermal emission reaches a maximum when the measurement polarization angle is oriented perpendicular to the strips in the grating (black curve). These measurements suggest that the emitted field is well polarized in accordance with the grating design. One can easily facilitate on-demand emission control of the polarization state as well by designing metasurfaces with more complicated patterns. [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the simulation results for the polarization-dependent thermal emission. The emission spectrum was obtained by calculating 1 − *R*(λ) for various polarizations and agrees well with the measured data.

![Polarization property of emitted field from the metasurface comprising one-dimensional metallic gratings.\
A polarizer is inserted in front of the detector. Thermal emission spectra were measured for orientation polarizer angles of 0° (black curve), 30° (blue curve), 60° (green curve), and 90° (red curve), respectively. The inset in (**A**) shows a schematic diagram of the Al gratings along with *x* and *y* axes. The arrows denote the electric field orientations that can pass the polarizer. The grating width and period are 775 and 1150 nm, respectively, and the hot plate is set to 200°C. Simulation results in (**B**) show good agreement with the measured data.](aat3163-F4){#F4}

One potential advantage of the proposed configuration is the high speed ([@R34], [@R35]). Although a modulation speed measurement was not conducted in this study because the response time of the HgCdTe detector we used in the FT-IR was in the order of seconds, it is possible to estimate the performance based on the equivalent resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit modeling. Some of the current authors have carried out speed measurement on a tunable metasurface based on the TCOs and showed that the 3-dB cutoff frequency can be obtained from the RC time constant ([@R27]). As we apply this approach to the proposed configuration, the resistance is mainly governed by the top electrode (Al gratings) and the bottom ground layer (GaAs substrate). The resistance would be less than \~100 ohms. The DC permittivity of Al~2~O~3~ was measured to be around 7.44. The thickness of Al~2~O~3~ is 30 nm. As such, the capacitance of Al/Al~2~O~3~/InAs configuration is around 332 pF for a sample size of 600 μm × 600 μm, with a filling ratio of 0.42 (590-nm grating width over 1400-nm period in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and 9.2 pF for the same filling ratio but a smaller sample size of 100 μm × 100 μm. Consequently, the 3-dB cutoff frequency would be similar to or larger than 4.8 MHz for a size of 600 μm × 600 μm and 172 MHz for a size of 100 μm × 100 μm. This modulation speed is similar to or slightly less than that previously reported in ([@R24]), where the operation speed of 600 kHz is experimentally demonstrated for a device with an area of 1.8 mm × 1.8 mm. We note that the modulation speed of voltage-controlled capacitive devices is mainly dependent on the RC time constant, and the capacitance is proportional to device size. Therefore, it is necessary to take the area into account when we compare the modulation speed. In this context, a modulation speed of 600 kHz of ([@R24]) would be normalized to 5.4 MHz for an area of 600 μm × 600 μm, as in our configuration. By using the same approach, 1-GHz estimation in ([@R22]), which was calculated for a device size of 300 μm × 300 μm, can be normalized to 250 MHz at an area of 600 μm × 600 μm. The modulation speed demonstration is left for future work by using high-speed detectors.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
=======================

In conclusion, we demonstrate dynamic thermal emission control by using an electrically tunable metasurface with an active InAs semiconductor layer embedded in the strip plasmonic cavities. It is shown that the charge carrier change in the InAs layer under external bias can tailor the resonance condition of the strip cavities, which, in turn, leads to a spectral shift of the emissivity peak. An emissivity change of 3.6%P is achieved at a wavelength of 7.3 μm. It is noteworthy that the peak wavelength for the thermal emission modulation can also be tuned by changing the in-plane parameter, such as the width of the strip plasmonic cavities, which allows spatially varying emission wavelength tuning with a monolithic fabrication. Furthermore, each plasmonic cavity for thermal emission tuning can be separately addressed, thereby enabling the individual control. It should be pointed out that this individual control might not be achieved by using the photonic crystal ([@R24]) or a perforated conducting layer with a thick spacer layer ([@R23]). Future developments of this type of metasurface could facilitate high-speed modulation and steering of thermal emission. In addition, high-speed modulation of thermal emission combined with lock-in amplifier technologies may enable noise reduction in gas sensing ([@R36]). We believe that our proposed method may shed light on various applications, such as nonequilibrium heat processes, IR spectroscopy, chemical sensing, and biological analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sample preparation
------------------

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was used to grow a 500-nm-thick InAs layer with a high (n^++^) doping concentration of 1.0 × 10^20^ cm^−3^, followed by an additional MBE growth of a 50-nm-thick InAs layer with a low (n^+^) doping concentration of 1.0 × 10^19^ cm^−3^. The gate oxide of 30 nm Al~2~O~3~ was prepared by atomic layer deposition (ALD) with \~400 cycles of alternating trimethylaluminum (TMA) and H~2~O pulses at a substrate temperature of 270°C. The estimated dose per cycle was 900 and 1200 liters for TMA and H~2~O, respectively, and the chamber pressure was maintained at 0.68 torr by continuous flow of dry N~2~. A TMA predosing step consisting of 20 alternating TMA pulsing and N~2~ purging cycles was performed before the main ALD process ([@R37]). This predosing step can lead to a better oxide quality by reducing the interface defect density, because TMA plays a role in passivating dangling bonds at the InAs-Al~2~O~3~ interface. The surface of the substrate can also be smoothened by having a thin monolayer of TMA without losing desirable electrical property. The top Al gratings were fabricated by standard e-beam lithography and e-beam deposition, followed by a liftoff process.

Optical and electrical characterization
---------------------------------------

The measurement setup was designed to switch the optical beam path between two modes: one for the reflection mode with a broadband thermal emission source turned on (hot plate turned off) and the beam splitter on top of the tunable metasurface, and the other for the thermal emission mode without the beam splitter and the hot plate turned on. The intensity pattern originating from the interference between the reflected light from a fixed mirror and one from the moving mirror was recorded in a HgCdTe (MCT) IR detector. The Fourier transformed signal reveals the spectral information from the tunable metasurface.

For the thermal emission measurement, we prepared two regions: One was covered by Al pad near the Al grating metasurfaces, which was used as the normalization, and the other was painted with carbon black, heat-safe paint. For a given sample having certain width and period of the Al gratings, electrical bias, and hot plate temperature, the four FT-IR spectra were recorded: *I*~sample~ (signal from a sample), *I*~Al~ (signal from the mirror-like Al pad), *I*~carbon~ (signal from the carbon paint region), and *I*~background~ (signal from out-focused from the sample plane, measuring the background signal). The emission intensity was *I*~sample~ − *I*~Al~. The block body radiation was *I*~carbon~ − *I*~background~. The emissivity was then given by (*I*~sample~ − *I*~Al~)/(*I*~carbon~ − *I*~background~).

Regarding the electrical properties of the Al~2~O~3~ layer, the DC permittivity (ε~DC~) was measured to be 7.74 via a capacitance-voltage (CV) measurement (fig. S6). We performed current-voltage (IV) measurements to characterize a dielectric strength (*E*~BD~, breakdown electric field) of 7.3 MV cm^−1^ (fig. S7).

Numerical simulation
--------------------

The rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) was used for the full-field electromagnetic calculation. The number of the Fourier harmonics was set to 101, which was confirmed to be large enough to reach convergence. The refractive index of the Al~2~O~3~ layer was obtained by using ellipsometry (fig. S8). The refractive index of Al was chosen from the literature ([@R38]). The dielectric constant of the InAs layers was described by the Drude model. The effective electron mass for the high-doped InAs was 0.17 *m*~*e*~, leading to a plasma frequency of 1.37 × 10^15^ rad/s. The effective electron mass at the band edge was 0.027 *m*~*e*~ ([@R39]), and that of the low-doped (n^+^) InAs layer was obtained as 0.039 *m*~*e*~ by using a linear interpolation between the high-doped InAs and the band edge, which leads to a plasma frequency of 9.0 × 10^14^ rad/s. The collision frequency was determined by finding the best agreement with the experimental measurement. Physically reasonable values consistent with previous literature ([@R34]) of 2.0 × 10^13^ rad/s for the low-doped InAs and 5.0 × 10^13^ rad/s for the high-doped InAs were obtained, respectively. The infinite-frequency permittivity for both InAs layers was 12, which was obtained from the literature ([@R40]). The depletion layer at a bias of 0 V, 24.5 nm in the top (near Al~2~O~3~) n^+^ InAs layer and 24 nm in the bottom (near n^++^ InAs) layer, was formed. Under a negative bias of −15 V, the depletion layer thickness was 1.5 nm. A positive bias with +15 V induced the formation of an accumulation layer with a thickness of 0.5 nm and an increase in the plasma frequency of 9.2 × 10^14^ rad/s while maintaining the collision frequency. The plasma frequency at the positive bias and the depletion and accumulation layer thicknesses were adjusted to reproduce the experimental results for various grating geometries. The comparison between the reflection measurement (FT-IR) and simulation (RCWA) for various grating widths and periods confirmed the agreement (figs. S9 and S10).
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